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Gas Welding Accessories

Butane Torch
 xRekrow Butane Gas Micro Torch
 xElectronic instant ignition system
 xAdjustable flame
 xRefillable butane fuel
 xMax attainable temperature 2370 F

RK-2050

Three Flint Renewals
 x4 to a card
 x5012X renewal flints are economically 
priced and designed for any of the 
SHURLITE family of three flint lighters; 
the 5011, 5021, 4501 or 4501B. 
 xThese replacement flints are 
guaranteed to fit perfectly on any 
SHURLITE three flint lighter and should 
fit on competitive products as well.
 xThe flints themselves are guaranteed 
to remain seated in the triangular flint 
holder and are larger than competitive 
products for longer life.

5012X

Universal Round File Lighter
 x10 to a box
 xEconomically priced spark 
lighter.
 xDesigned for the welding 
industry, is capable of lighting 
any flammable gas. 
 xFeatures a very long lifespan 
and provides the lowest cost 
per ignition of any lighter 
anywhere.
 xThe 3001's flint tip may be 
easily replaced with one of our 
Universal Single Flint Renewals. 
 xFeatures a round file made 
with our secret SHURLITE 
process, a large square hood for 
trapping flammable gases for 
easy ignition, and a wire frame made from a specialty steel which retains it's 
springiness over the life of the lighter.

3001

Three Flint Lighter
 x10 to a box
 xBuilt to withstand the harshest 
of conditions.
 x It's the toughest spark lighter 
made and it's designed for the 
toughest jobs. 
 xWill easily light any flammable 
gas. 
 xHeavy, high tensile strength 
steels, plated and galvanized.
 xTriangular flint holder may be 
easily rotated for a fresh flint, 
and when all three flints are 
finally gone, the flint assembly 
is easily replaced with a 
SHURLITE three flint renewal.

4501

Universal Single Flint Renewals 
 x5 to a holder, 40 holders per box
 xEconomically priced and designed for any of the SHURLITE family of single 
flint lighters; the 3011, 3021, 3001, 3001B, 1511, 1521, 1501 or 1501B. 
 xEven your old SHURLITE 2001 or 2501 can utilize these replacement flints. 
 xThese replacement flints are 
guaranteed to fit perfectly 
on any SHURLITE single flint 
lighter and should fit on 
competitive products as well.
 xThe flint itself is guaranteed to 
remain seated in the aluminum 
flint holder and is larger than 
competitive products for 
longer life.

3001X


